June, 2022
Social Initiative

“ Changing Lives
We Rise By Lifting Others “
The fulfilling feeling of giving back and contributing to society is unparalleled. No one has ever become poor by sharing. It involves a certain amount
of giving. It’s not how much we give but how much love we put into giving.
As we grow older, we discover that we have two hands — one for helping ourselves and the other for helping others.” We all come to the world with the
joy of having things, but when we leave this world, we should have experienced the joy of contributing and giving back to the society. That is a mature
joy, the real joy.There’s nothing more rewarding than giving back and making
a difference in the lives of the people in this great community.
“ Giving is not just about making a donation. It is about making a difference.”

Shoe Giving Campaign
The children of brick kiln employees in the village of Tangra, District of
Amritsar, received slippers from CSR volunteers. This was the 400th shoe
donation drive for the organization, which was supported by SimbaQuartz
as part of their CSR program. SQ is attempting to raise awareness about
shoe donation and foot care. These campaigns are independently funded.

Food Sharing Campaign
Here are the highlights of the 83rd Food Sharing Campaign on June 17, 2022,
in the Beas Slum region of Amritsar. SimbaQuartz provided funding for the
initiative as part of its commitment to CSR. Our campaigns are entirely
self-funded. SimbaQuartz has been making a constant effort to bring smiles to
the faces of these slum dwellers

Children's Computer Class
On June 10, as part of the program "School on Wheels," the SimbaQuartz
crew visited the Beas slums for the third time and offered students to
attend an IT class on board the bus. As these children equally deserve a
great education, it is our goal and hopes to offer these facilities at our own
level to children from economically disadvantaged homes. Numerous intelligent kids who live in slums have the potential to succeed in the IT industry
just like everyone else, but their access to resources is restricted. In order
to teach the earnest students IT lessons for a better future, the SQ team will
frequently visit the slums.

Children's Computer Class
SimbaQuartz has made a special effort to teach computer skills to the kids
who live in the slums where computer sessions are held for pupils using SQ
buses. The team offered computer classes to the Beas slum youngsters
who attend school.
The goal and aim are to give children from low-income households access
to high-quality educational opportunities. SQ hopes that they will become IT
engineers when they are adults and assist their families in making ends
meet.

Education and Onboarding
Free training was provided to Tania Kalra at SimbaQuartz. Moreover,
Kawaldeep Kaur and Harpreet Singh were onboarded as employees in the
month of June.

